Additional talks and seminars

23 COMPUTE seminar on creating realistic anatomical computer models for use in medical imaging simulations (see COMPUTE website for details: http://cbbp.thep.lu.se/compute)
24 Källén seminar for breakthrough discoveries by Michael Perryman, Lundmarksalen 14.15

Regular seminar schedules


Visitors

8-13 Seth Jacobson from Nice Observatory visits Lund Observatory (hosts: Anders Johansen and Michiel Lambrechts)
14-18 Maria Bergemann visits Greg Ruchti and the Spop group
21-25 Michael Perryman visits Lund Observatory as part of The Källén seminars for breakthrough discoveries

Important dates and events

15 Nfak valberedning meets
23 IGU meets

Absences, trips and other travel

22/3-26/4 Ross Church visits Monash University in Melbourne, Australia
31/3-1/4 Sofia Feltzing visits project office for 4MOST in Potsdam for work
31/3-6/4 Johan Bijnens attends the workshop on hadronic contributions to the muon anomalous magnetic moment
1-2 Melvyn B. Davies visits University of Birmingham to give a seminar
1-2 Leif Lönnblad attends MCnet collaboration meeting at CERN
1-13 Thomas Bensby observing at the Very Large Telescope on Paranal, Chile
4 Sofia Feltzing attends WINGS conference ‘Achieving equality: what it takes to understand and manage diversity’ in Lund
7-9 Sofia Feltzing attends the 82 STC meeting at ESO
8-9 Leif Lönnblad attends faculty ‘retreat’ to discuss research strategies
11 Sofia Feltzing attends evaluation meeting for this years Wallenberg Academy Fellows
14-16 Alex Mustill attends the Exoplanet UK Community Meeting in Cambridge
15-21 Johan Bijnens on vacation
25 Dainis Dravins gives seminar at the photonics institute of University of Latvia in Riga
28 Dainis Dravins, Sofia Feltzing and Anders Johansen attend the Swedish National Committee for Astronomy meeting in Stockholm
28-30 Leif Lönnblad attends DIS14 conference in Warsaw
28-1/5 Alex Mustill attends the STScI Spring Symposium ‘Habitable Worlds Across Time and Space’, Baltimore
30 Dainis Dravins gives a seminar at the University of Geneva, Switzerland

The ATP newsletter is edited by Malin Sjödahl and Ross Church. Please email information to malin.sjodahl@thep.lu.se and ross@astro.lu.se by the last day of the month for inclusion in next month’s newsletter.